where c denotes the operation of taking complements and 0 is an arbitrary operator, is of considerable interest in the study of sets of points. Kuratowskif proved that the formula holds for a postulated closure or extension function. ZaryckiJ established the formula in case <j>A is the "interior" of A and Sanders § established it for a general derived set operator satisfying the postulates :
In this paper we shall follow the established | | practice of postulating a derived set operator d, subject to I and II, and, using a notation introduced by Chittenden, define certain terms as follows : In § §2-7 it will be shown that each of these operators except b and h satisfies the Kuratowski formula. It might be pointed out that these operators do not all have the same basic properties. In contrast to Postulates I and II we have, for example,
Identity
This list of operators is by no means a complete list of operators satisfying the Kuratowski formula, as can be readily seen by considering the formula
We have the proposition that if an operator 0 satisfies formula (1) ( (2)), its transform* satisfies (1) ( (2)) and its complement satisfies (2) ( (1)). We make use of this proposition in §8 to obtain additional operators satisfying the Kuratowski formula. Examples will be given in §9 to show that the b and h operators do not in general satisfy the Kuratowski formula. It will be shown in § §10 and 11 that each of (bcybA and (hc) p hA with increasing /3 defines a set.
2. Identity f Complement. The identity operator can be used in the Kuratowski formula since, on account of the relation c 2 A =A, each side of the equation reduces to cA. It is readily seen also that the complementary operator can be used in place of (/>, each side of the equation again reducing to cA.
* An operator 0 is said to be the transform of an operator \f/ f if <j>A = c\f/cA ; it is the complement of the operator f, ifJ>A -c^A.
3. Extension, Interior. The general "defined" extension function satisfies the Kuratowski formula since this function satisfies Kuratowski's postulates I, II, and IV, which Kuratowski* showed were sufficient. We immediately have icicle iA = ici A , since the interior and extension operators are transforms of each other.
4.
Frontier. Since fcA=fA, fA=bfA, and b 2 A=bA, both fcfcfcfA and fcfA reduce to bfA, establishing the formula fcfcfcfA =fcfA. To evaluate the set kcsA we make use of the fact that for any set B, kB is equal to the limit as /3 increases of MB. By definition, 8. Additional Operators. Since the transforms of operators satisfying the Kuratowski formula also satisfy it, we immediately obtain the fact that the following operators satisfy the Kuratowski formula: cdc, cjc=(l+hc), cfc=(i+ic) f ckc=(l+sc), and csc = (1+kc).
Since e, i,j, 6, ƒ, k, and s are known to satisfy equation (2), it follows immediately that ic, (c+dc), (c+h), (c+i) 9 (i+ic), (c+s), and (c+k) satisfy the Kuratowski formula.
9. Examples. Equation (1) Thus we see that we have two monotonie decreasing se-quences of sets, {bc)^bA and (bc) 2 P +l bA, 0=1, 2, 3, • • • . Chittenden has pointed out that, since a set is determined by every product IL4|3, (|8 = 1, 2, 3, • • • ), where [Ap] represents a monotonic decreasing sequence of sets, each of these sequences defines a set and we have implied that for all ordinals a greater than or equal to some finite or transfinite ordinal ceo,
11. Concentrated Part. Similarly, it can be shown that, with increasing /3, Qic) 2^h A defines a set. We have
Substituting chA for A, we may write, 12. Summary. The results of § §2-7 can be summarized in the following theorem :
THEOREM. The Kuratowski formula, (j>c(l>C(j) It is well known f that if two polynomials ƒ(x x , • • • , x n ) and g{x\, • • • , x n ) in the field of complex numbers are such that ƒ vanishes whenever g does not, then at least one of the two polynomials/and g is identically zero. The corresponding law, however, does not, in general, hold for Boolean functions, as may be seen by considering the two functions x and x' in a twoelement Boolean algebra; the statement that either x = 0 or else x'= 0 in a two-element Boolean algebra is, indeed, the familiar law of excluded middle. It is the purpose of the present note to determine the conditions on the coefficients of two Boolean functions in order that the first vanish whenever the second does not.
The condition found involves prime Boolean elements, which are defined as follows :
